Admission prices
Admission for members and children under six years of age is free.
Adults ............................................................ € 7,00
Concessions .................................................. € 5,00
Pupils/students/apprentices ......................... € 3,00
Family admission ........................................ € 15,00
Combo ticket for Deutsches Museum +
Verkehrszentrum + Flugwerft Schleissheim .. € 19,00

Tours and demonstrations for individual visitors
and small groups to five members/persons
A selection of the following tours and demonstrations is offered every day.
The meeting point for the tours is the »Red Dot«.
Please enquire at the ticket desk whether your tour/demonstration is taking place.

Tours (in German)
11.00 Mobility and technology Hall III
13.30 City traffic – then and now Hall I
14.00 Travel Hall II

Demonstrations
10.00 S-Bahn simulator Hall I
10.30 Coach simulator Hall II
11.30 S 3/6 Hall II
11.30 Puffing Billy Hall III
13.30 Model railway Hall III
14.00 Puffing Billy Hall III
15.00 Coach simulator Hall II
15.30 S-Bahn simulator Hall I
15.30 S 3/6 Hall II

On request
ICE Hall II
Airbag motorcycle Hall I

Was your tour or demonstration unavailable?
Book the programme of your choice and select the date, time and language. Booking time: please allow six to eight weeks.
visitorservice@deutsches-museum.de

Getting to the museum by public transport (MVV)
U4, U5 Schwantzalerhöhe station
Bus 53 Get off at Schwantzalerhöhe
Bus 134 Get off at Theresienhöhe
S-Bahn Hackerbrücke station.
The museum is about a 15-minute walk.

Hours
Daily from 9.00 to 17.00
Closed: 1 January, Mardi Gras Tuesday, Good Friday,
1 May, last Wednesday in June until 11.00 am,
1 November, second Wednesday in December from 12 noon, 24/25 and 31 December

Deutsches Museum
VERKEHRSZENTRUM
Am Bavariapark 5, 80339 München
Telephone 089/21 79-333
www.deutsches-museum.de/verkehrszentrum
Welcome to the Verkehrszentrum!

In our three museum halls, which are listed as heritage buildings, you will find a wealth of selected exhibits, including the original of the world’s first automobile, facts and background information about the history of mobility, and a look ahead at mobility in the future.

Each hall is dedicated to a special theme. In Hall I it’s all about »Urban traffic«. Hall II tells the story of how new forms of transport have fuelled people’s desire to travel. In Hall III the focus is on technology.

We wish you a pleasant visit in the Verkehrszentrum.

Hall I – Urban traffic

1 Introductory Platform
2 Freight transport (start of tours)
3 Road to the past
4 Safety and rescue
5 Driving school
6 Historical bicycle workshop
7 Infrastructure cube
8 Urban and traffic planning
9 Public transport
10 Traffic and the environment
11 Goods traffic

Hall II – Travel

1 Origins of travel (Start of tours)
2 Travel in the era of carriages
3 The early days of motoring
4 The fine art of travel
5 Early rail travel
6 Railway networks and systems
7 Railways, societies and civilization
8 The automobile and the society
9 Road systems
10 Mass movement
11 Goods traffic

Transition from Hall II to Hall III (only through gallery)

Hall III – Mobility and technology

1 Inventions and innovations
2 Cycling
3 Motor sports
4 Limits of transport
5 Vehicle and function
6 Children’s area
7 Forum/auditorium
8 The joy of movement (start of tours)
9 Model railway

Accessible Lift
Accessible Toilet
Cloakroom
Toilet
Information
Meeting point for tours
Coffee (vending machine)